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ABSTRACT 
  
Due to developments in information technology, there have been changes in the way images are 
captured, stored and analyzed. Therefore, in order to use these images, it is crucial to assess the 
quality of the image.  There exist multiple subjective and objective metrics that can be used to 
assess image quality. In this project, evaluation of several image quality measures has been 
applied to images having the label “original” in the StegoAppDB forensic image database. The 
StegoAppDB is a large database of smartphone camera photographs  (>810,00 images) that has 
been recently publicly released.   
 
We calculate descriptive statistics that measure the amount of over- and under-exposure in the 
images, as well as two other metrics relating to blurriness and focus. Our last experiment is to 
create a convolutional neural network (CNN) that automatically detects the amount of over-
exposure, under-exposure, or neither in an image. CNN is an example of inferential statistics 
applied to the dataset StegoAppDB. We use a small set of images for training the CNN, and then 
apply it to the remaining images, and show that for this dataset, it is possible to use a CNN to 
produce a classification of this type of image quality (exposure-related) by training on a small set 
of image data. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Image quality is the combination of all the visually meaningful characteristics of an image. The 
methods to predict image quality is crucial for many video or image processing applications and 
there has been growing demand to advance quality measurement systems that can predict 
perceived image or video quality automatically. Quality of an image can degrade primarily due to 
distortions during acquisition and processing.  Distortion is introduced mainly from noise, 
blurring, ringing, and compression. There are largely two methods to predict the image quality, 
objective and subjective. Subjective quality methods typically give the most dependable results, 
as they use human subjects. They can be calculated by formulating the test images, choosing a 
suitable number of individuals, and requesting their opinion based on some set conditions and 
criteria. These metrics are expensive and time-consuming and can be used to monitor image 
quality in control quality systems, to benchmark image processing systems and to optimize 
imaging systems. In addition, these methods can be used in applications such as compression, 
communication, restoration, enhancement, etc. 
 
Objective quality methods can be divided into full-reference, reduced-reference, and no-
reference. The word “reference” here refers to an original good quality image that is compared 
with the modified lower-quality, questioned image. Full-reference means that the original image 
is available and compared with the questioned image which is a transformed version of it, such 
as blurred, etc. Reduced-reference metrics aim to predict the quality of an image with only partial 
information about the original image. In the case of no-reference, a value is calculated based on 
some characteristics of a given image and is not related to any other image. Assessing the quality 
of an image without any reference is a challenging task as the difference between the 
impairments and image features is often vague. 
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In this project, our goal is to create and apply several image quality measures to images from 
StegoAppDB, a database of images created from steganography apps on mobile phones. 
StegoAppDB is a new database and offers a new opportunity to assess the statistical properties 
of a large forensic reference dataset of images. It comprises over 810,000 original, stego and 
other types of images. The subset of images labeled “original” are downloaded from this 
database and used to produce several descriptive statistics and to test various methods of image 
quality. We implement three  descriptive statistics for the grayscale version of this set of images: 
1) the mean value for each (grayscale) image; 2) the amount of over-exposure (“blooming”) 
calculated as a percentage of number of pixels in the image (width X height); and 3) the amount 
of under-exposure (“dark”) calculated as a percentage of number of pixels in the image. The types 
of image quality measures are 1) blurriness and  2) out of focus. 
 
Sharpness and its inverse, blurriness, are two metrics to measure sharpness in images. In 
addition, sharpness metrics combined with additional metrics can be used to assess the overall 
quality of an image. In this project, we use the sharpness measure described in [16] and 
implement the authors’ code [25] to produce a no-reference value of sharpness for a subset of 
images chosen randomly from the database. Their metric is based on a concept of “Just 
Noticeable Blur” (JNB), that we describe in a later chapter. 
 
An image can also be out-of-focus, and this is a different type of image quality phenomenon from 
blurriness. In this project, we use the out-of-focus measure described in [2] and implement their 
code to produce a value for out-of-focus, for a subset of images chosen randomly from the 
database. The five metrics described above – descriptive statistics of mean, blooming and dark, 
JNB, and focus – are implemented in MATLAB code. We present results that lead us to abandon 
the JNB and focus measures as a simple measure of this image quality in StegoAppDB images. 
 
Our last experiment uses a deep learning machine algorithm called convolutional neural 
networks (CNN) to produce an inferential statistic. The deep learning method analyzes and 
classifies images based on training data. Convolutional Neural Network takes an image as input 
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and assigns weights to various objects in the image through an iterative, pre-defined optimization 
algorithm. In the CNN experiment, we have classified images into three categories: 1) Good 
(neither blooming nor dark) 2) Blooming 3) Dark. We use this categorization into different image 
classes as a predictive model on the other images in StegoAppDB that were not used for training 
the CNN, simply by passing the unknown image through the final (trained) CNN.  
 
The remaining chapters are organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a short review of 
related works in the literature. A detailed description of the dataset and database is described in 
Chapter 3.  Chapter 4 describes the descriptive statistics we create for StegoAppDB, and Chapter 
5 describes a no-reference objective metric from [16] which is based on the concept of just 
noticeable blur  (JNB) to identify the sharpness in images. Chapter 6 has a detailed analysis of 
focus metrics in [2] that classifies the images into two categories of high and low camera focus. 
The CNN algorithm is discussed in Chapter 7. The conclusion and future scope are given in the 
last chapter and narrate how the results of this project could be used in further assessment for 
image quality. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Image quality assessment is a major focus of many research fields. Subjective image quality 
assessment requires the use of human subjects and involves several factors of the human visual 
system including the relationships between spatial intensities, color contrasts, and focal 
attention. The quantification of these characteristics into a single metric value, such as the point-
wise evaluation of the mean square difference between a reference image and a modified image, 
does not emulate the human process [28]. Thus, “Image quality assessment can be viewed as the 
search for a metric which will reflect these subjective properties of the image and provide the 
engineer with objective criteria he can use in the design of image-processing systems.” [29] With 
the advent of big data, more objective metrics that emulate the human process are obligatory. 
 
The goal of this creative component is to create and evaluate some metrics on the new 
StegoAppDB image dataset that would be useful in providing an automated estimation of some 
image quality features. The visual characterizations of sharpness and blurriness in images are two 
such image qualities. In addition, the characteristics of blooming and dark areas in an image are 
also related to image quality. 
 
Sharpness or blur measures that can be automatically calculated on an image is important when 
identifying this image quality in a dataset of images too large to inspect individually by a human. 
In the paper by Ferzli and Karam [16], the authors propose a perceptual-based sharpness metric 
which predicts the comparative amount of blurriness in images. This is a no-reference based 
metric, which is desirable because there are no reference images available to compare. In my 
creative component project, their sharpness metric is implemented on the original images in the 
StegoAppDB.  
 
Out of focus measures are of interest for similar reasons as to detect blurriness automatically. 
There are multiple algorithms and codes to measure focus in images, with the goal to identify 
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pictures that have regions which are out of focus, or blurry due to depth. This project uses an 
existing function to quantify the comparative degree of focus of images using the reference [20].  
 
Deep Learning can be used to assess image quality [31]. In this project, we focus on creating an 
image classification network using MATLAB functions [19] that detect a certain amount of 
blooming and dark in images, using a small subset of data from StegoAppDB. The trained CNN  is 
then tested on the original images which are not part of the sample dataset, producing a 
prediction for images not involved in the training process. We discuss these results in a later 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DATASET DESCRIPTION 
 
StegoAppDB is a database that contains steganography apps forensics images. It has over 
810,000 original and stego images taken using ten different phone models from 24 separate 
devices with comprehensive attributes such as a varied range of exposure settings and ISO, EXIF 
data, type of compression, and other data. The database can be accessed here [14]. When 
selecting and downloading a set of images, a .csv file is included that has a list of all the attributes 
mentioned above for each image, and a text file describing the search criteria selected for 
searching the images. Figure 1 shows the details about device models, the number of devices, its 
settings such as ISO range, exposure time range, and the number of images taken by each device 
model stored in StegoAppDB. 
 
 
          Figure 1: A brief summary of the StegoAppDB database. This table is taken from [1]. 
 
To acquire a large number of pictures using a varied range of smartphones, a custom camera app 
was created called “Cameraw” which is available on Android and iOS platforms. The main 
purpose of this app was to build a prescribed photo acquisition process that captures 20 images 
of a single scene with one button click. The following steps occur as soon as the “capture” button 
is pressed [1]: 
• The pre-capture sequence is triggered with auto focus and auto exposure  
• After a short time, as the focus remains locked the exposure settings converge 
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• One JPEG and one DNG image is captured in auto exposure mode (AE) and using the AE 
values 9 manual exposure settings are computed 
• The camera switches to manual exposure mode (ME) and using the above calculated 9 
manual settings additional 9 pairs of JPEGs and DNGs are captured. So, within 15 seconds 
overall 20 images with 10 different exposure settings are captured 
 
The database comprises original, grayscale PNG, and stego images with corresponding cover 
images.  The acquisition information for each image in the database such as label, exposure 
settings, and many other settings, can be used for evaluating or creating various machine learning 
algorithms such as stego detection, signature detection, image classification, image quality 
assessment, etc. Figure 2 shows us the entity-relation (ER) for the StegoAppDB, which illustrates 
the different tables in the database and attributes in each table. While there are hundreds of 
thousands of images available in the database, we selected for our experiments only those 
images corresponding to the original scene capture in JPG format. We did not use any stego 
images or images in other formats such as DNG. Original images number 24,120. 
 
 
Figure 2: Entity relation diagram for the StegoAppDB  database [1] 
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CHAPTER 4 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR StegoAppDB 
 
4.1 IMAGE SENSORS, IMAGE PROCESSING, AND DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 
An image can be viewed as an array of sensed intensities that represent a version of the real-
world scene. An array of active pixel sensors for CMOS cameras contains an array of M X N pixels, 
each pixel containing a photodiode that collects photons that impinge upon it. Each photodiode 
then converts the photons into electrons, which are then collectively converted into a current, 
and then measured as a voltage. The output of a pixel here is a voltage. The voltage is then 
quantized into a digital value. Thus, the number of photons collected is proportional to the 
quantized intensity value output by the pixel. This is done for each of three colors, and the colors 
are then processed into a color image, which is then passed through a camera pipeline to process 
for white balancing, gamma correction, and other transforms, typically proprietary algorithms 
known only by the camera manufacturer.  
 
For our purposes, we use the grayscale version of a color image. It retains only the intensity 
values and no color information. The grayscale version of an image contains the same number of 
pixel locations as the color, but it is smaller in storage size than its color version due to having 
only one image plane instead of the three color image planes. The grayscale version can be 
processed quicker than color due to its smaller storage size.  
 
A descriptive statistic is a statistic that helps describe, summarize, or show data in a meaningful 
way, using the data values themselves. This differs from an inferential statistic, which is a statistic 
that uses a random sample of data taken from a population to describe and make inferences 
about the whole population. 
 
Saturation is a phenomenon which results in the maximum number of electrons possible to be 
generated when too many photons of light fall on the photodiode of the sensor. When the 
number of photons collected from the photodiode exceeds the capacity of the photodiode to 
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collect them, it is called “blooming.” On the other hand, when the light falling on the pixels is low 
and results in the collection of many fewer photons, typically less than 1000 in CMOS sensors, 
this is called low saturation or “dark.” We provide one measure of the effect of blooming and 
dark on the images in StegoAppDB and provide descriptive statistics about the dataset in this 
manner. 
 
We implement three descriptive statistics for the StegoAppDB dataset, on grayscale versions of 
original images only: 1) the mean value of intensities for an individual image; 2) for each image, 
the percentage of image intensities whose gray value intensities were 251 or greater (up to and 
including 255, the maximum value); and 3) for each image, the percentage of image intensities 
whose gray value intensities were 5 or less (down to and including 0).  
 
A pixel is the smallest element of an image and every pixel represents one sensed sample of 
intensity from the real world. For an 8-bit gray image, the values range from 0 to 255. The pixel 
intensities can be binned into a histogram. The mean value of all the pixel intensity values of an 
image is called the mean intensity. The mean values for a set of images in a dataset are a 
descriptive statistic which can be further analyzed to make inferences about the data as well as 
organize it. The following code shows an example of the coding process to calculate the mean 
value of an image ‘48161.JPG’ taken from the database in MATLAB. 
 
>> Img = imread("48161.jpg"); 
>> mean = mean2(Img) 
mean = 163.5201 
 
4.2 IMPLEMENTATION 
An algorithm is created to calculate the mean intensity, dark values and bloom values for all the 
grayscale original images. The following MATLAB sample code shows how the calculation is 
performed whereas Table 1 shows the sample output for 15 images. The image in Figure 3 has 
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about 9% of pixel values <=5 resulting in a dark image and the image in Figure 4  has over 38% of 
pixels values >=251. 
pd = 100 * count1/(x * y);  
       pl = 100 * count2/(x * y);  
Where 
 pd = % of dark values 
 pl = % of bloom values 
 x = image width 
 y = image height 
 count1 = total no. of pixel intensity values <=5 
 count2 = total no. of pixel intensity values >=251  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table1:  Mean intensity, Dark and Bloom percentages on a sample of 15 images 
 
name mean intensity dark_value % bloom_value % 
1.JPG 87.54999144 0.839300805 0.00771769 
10.JPG 173.2459637 3.28E-05 38.5102218 
100001.JPG 108.7276517 0.026417299 1.708627606 
100002.JPG 34.6571493 5.068742389 0.152328003 
100003.JPG 34.47645645 4.963983568 0.145832349 
100004.JPG 76.94551122 0.181517437 0.605826339 
100005.JPG 97.73785346 0.065104167 1.254112274 
100006.JPG 97.25635943 0.065924325 1.190861665 
100007.JPG 163.5869041 0.000303459 14.03204752 
100009.JPG 192.6966029 0 26.16793004 
100161.JPG 134.3314717 0.001861759 0 
100162.JPG 134.2202866 0.002378459 0 
100163.JPG 37.24503197 8.564905032 0 
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4.3 RESULTS 
The algorithm is run on all the original JPG images from the StegoAppDB, which number 24,120. 
The parameters used to download this dataset can be seen in figure 5. Let’s analyze the images 
with the highest values of dark and bloom as shown in Table 1. The Figure 3 has about 8.56% of 
pixel values <=5 resulting in a dark image and the Figure 4 has over 38% of pixels values >=251. 
 
   
           Figure 3: 100163.JPG with the dark value of 8.56% Figure 4: 10.JPG with the bloom value of 38.51% 
 
 
Figure 5: Search options for original images in the StegoAppDB. 
 
Figure 6 gives us the statistical information of dark and bloom values of the 24,120 original 
images. We can see that about 73% of the total dataset contains few dark values whereas over 
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34% of images have bloom values >10%. This information can be used to clean the database (for 
very high values of bloom percentage, or very high values of dark percentage), or select the 
specific range of values to categorize the range of blooming in a set of images as well. 
 
 
Figure 6: Pixel intensity distribution.  
 
The mean intensity, bloom, and dark values for each image have been written to a file called 
Metrics.csv and uploaded to the CyBox folder “Bhanu’s Work” on Dr. Newman’s CyBox. This 
information can be provided on the website at CSAFE (Center for Statistics and Applications to 
Forensic Evidence) where the StegoAppDB can be accessed, for future research purposes. 
 
We remark that in contrast to these three descriptive statistics, in our last experiment, we 
present an example of inferential statistics by using a trained CNN to infer the statistical property 
of blooming or dark, with respect to a threshold value the user has set to train the CNN. 
 
 
 
73%
21%
6%
Dark values
<= 1 > 1 & <= 10 > 10
48%
24%
28%
Bloom values
<= 1 > 1 & <= 10 > 10
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CHAPTER 5 
IMAGE SHARPNESS METRIC  
 
5.1 SHARPNESS METRIC 
Our goal of using a sharpness metric on the mages in StegoAppDB is to identify any image data 
that might be blurred, due to motion. We investigated several types of sharpness metrics and 
decided that a no-reference metric was most appropriate. A no-reference objective quality 
assessment is challenging as it does not require any reference image, in contrast to the full-
reference and reduced-reference techniques. Sharpness metrics are used in iterative sharpness 
improvement algorithms, to help decide to continue or stop in the iteration. A sharpness metric 
can also be used to estimate some types of image blurring, such as those caused by image 
compression algorithms. As blurriness and sharpness are inversely proportional, the inverse of 
an image blurriness metric can also be used to measure sharpness. In addition, sharpness metrics 
can be combined with other image quality assessment metrics to measure the overall perceptual 
quality of an image or video. 
 
There are many popular no-reference sharpness metrics that are mostly used for auto-focus 
applications. Some of the popular no-reference metrics are 1) variance metric [21]; 2) 
autocorrelation-based metric [22]; 3) derivative-based metrics [22]; 4) perceptual blur metric 
[23]; and 5) noise immune sharpness (NIS) metric [24]. 
 
The no-reference objective metric that we decided to implement is described in [16]. The authors 
incorporate the concept of just noticeable blur (JNB) into a probability summation model that 
results in a distortion metric and predicts the relative blur in images. Many of the algorithms in 
the field of perceptual image quality analysis are based on a “just noticeable difference” concept. 
This concept can be described as the smallest amount by which a visual stimulus intensity must 
be changed relative to a background intensity in order to yield a noticeable visual variation. 
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The just noticeable blur is the minimum amount of perceived blurriness around an edge that is 
given a contrast higher than the JND. Existing papers have mentioned some of the subjective 
experiments to study the response of the human visual system (HVS) to blurriness in images [16]. 
The purpose of these experiments is to estimate the maximum amount of blurriness that is 
introduced around an edge at a specific contrast without being perceived by the subjects. The 
subjective testing mentioned in reference [16] is interested in whether the difference in 
blurriness across the images can or cannot be noticed by the human visual system (HVS). The 
perceptual blur model is discussed next, followed by the perceptual sharpness metric. The code 
for perceptual sharpness metric is what is used to test the appropriateness of this image quality 
metric for the images in the StegoAppDB database. 
 
5.2 PERCEPTUAL BLUR MODEL  
from [16], the perceptual blur model considers a set of independent detectors, one at each edge 
location 𝑒𝑖. The probability P (𝑒𝑖) is the probability that a detector at the edge pixel ei will signal 
the occurrence of a blur distortion that is represented by Equation 1. Here, 𝓌(𝑒𝑖) is the 
measured width of the edge 𝑒𝑖 in pixels, and 𝓌𝐽𝑁𝐵(𝑒𝑖) is the JNB width (in pixels) that depends 
on the local contrast in the neighborhood of the edge 𝑒𝑖 . in equation (1), the β values that the 
authors determine experimentally are between 3.4 and 3.8 with a median value of 3.6. 
 
-----------------------(1) 
The probability of detecting blur in a region R is given by: 
-----------------(2) 
Where  
-----------------(3) 
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5.3 PERCEPTUAL SHARPNESS METRIC 
The perceptual sharpness metric is based on the summation model and is applied to small blocks 
in the image, rather than the whole image at once. The image is divided into blocks; the block 
size is chosen to correspond with the foveal region. The block is designated the region of interest 
R. Let r be the display’s visual resolution in pixels/degree, d the display resolution in pixels/cm, 
and v the viewing distance in cm. Visual resolution r can be calculated by using: 
-----------------------(4) 
The number of pixels in the region N can be calculated, where F(n1,n2) is the area in the spatial 
domain: 
-----------------------(5) 
Perceived blur notion within an edge block Rb is given by: 
-----------------------(6) 
Using the above calculations, the proposed no-reference objective sharpness metric can be 
calculated by using the following equation: 
-----------------------(7) 
where L is the total number of processed blocks in the image and D is the perceived blur distortion 
measure. 
The flowchart in Figure 7 shows the computation of the sharpness metric. 
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Figure 7: Flowchart of computation of sharpness metric. This flowchart is taken from [16] 
 
5.4 RESULTS 
A grayscale image is given as an input to the just noticeable blur metric (JNBM) function and 
computes a probability summation model for blocks with a size of 180*180 pixels rather than the 
whole image. The function outputs a score which is inversely proportional to the sharpness of 
the image. The image is said to be sharp when it appears to be clear, with detail, contrast, and 
texture rendered in high detail. If the image lacks sharpness it can appear blurry and lacking in 
detail. The following code which is taken from [25], shows the sharpness metric output on an 
image shown in Figure 8 below. 
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>> I = imread("48161.jpg"); 
>> G = rgb2gray(I); 
>> JNBmetric = JNBM_compute(G) 
JNBmetric = 82.1075 
 
 
Figure 8: Original image used to test JNB metric 
 
The following code applies a motion filter with 40 pixels of linear motion and 45° of camera 
angle motion in a counter-clockwise direction, followed by the application of the JNB metric 
function.  The result of the simulation of image blur can be seen in Figure 9. 
 
>> M = fspecial('motion',40,45); 
>> MBlur = imfilter(I, M, 'replicate'); 
>> imshow(MBlur); 
>> JNBmetric = JNBM_compute(MBlur) 
JNBmetric = 91.1156 
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Figure 9: Artificially blurred image used to test JNB metric 
 
By comparing the JNBM values for the original image and the corresponding artificially blurred 
image, we can see that the metric value for the blurred image is higher than the metric value for 
the reference image. Thus, we can see that even in this contrived example, the metric values are 
not consistent. This is a simple example that used a synthesized blur image. With real data, we 
also can’t be certain that the metric value will produce consistent values when image size, natural 
blurriness, type of blur, level of noise, number and size of blurry regions and other criteria come 
into play. 
 
The StegoAppDB does not have many out-of-focus and blurry images due to the camera app used 
to take the pictures. The camera app was designed to keep the image in focus, taking a set of 10 
JPG images of a fixed scene by varying the exposure settings in a pre-determined, calculated 
manner. When tested on some of these images using almost identical scenes but different 
exposure values, the JNBM values were not very similar. Hence, with this very limited test set, 
we decided that the JNB was not a metric that could provide useful or consistent metrics on the 
current dataset.  
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CHAPTER 6 
FOCUS MEASURE 
 
6.1 DESCRIPTION 
An image, or region, is said to be in focus if the light rays from a point on the real-world object 
converge at the same point on the sensor plane in the camera. An image is out of focus if the 
light rays converge to different points on the sensor plane. See Figure 10 for a depiction of this. 
The degree of focus of regions in an image can be useful and relevant for various applications, 
such as to measure the quality of an image or perform image enhancement, among others.  
 
     
Figure 10. Light rays converging to different points on the sensor plane (a) Light rays from a single real-world point 
converging at many points on an image plane in front of the sensor. (b) Light rays from a single real-world point 
converging at one point on an image plane on the sensor. (c) Light rays from a single real-world point converging at 
many points on an image plane behind the sensor. From [30]. 
 
Many algorithms and operators have been suggested to measure the degree of focus. For this 
project, we implement code from [2]. The authors grouped the operators into 6 broad categories. 
They are: 
 
1.     Gradient-based: This category of operations measures the focus on the gradient or 
approximations of the first derivatives of an image. It has to be noted that these operators 
are likely to work as long as the image scene is highly textured. They all assume that the 
blurred images have fewer sharper edges than the focused. Thus, the estimate the degree 
of focus in an image the energy of a gradient can be exploited.  
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2.     Laplacian-based: These operators also measure the number of edges in an image but 
through the Laplacian or second derivatives. The drawback of this process is that the 
Laplacian has increased sensitivity to noise compared to the gradient. 
3.     Statistics-based: The textures of the imaged scene are directory proportional to the level 
of defocus in the special domain and the effect of defocus can be assessed from this. It 
has also been inferred that statistical operators are quite successful as texture 
descriptors. It can also be taken as a texture whose smoothness increases for increasing 
levels of defocus for a defocused image. Statistical moments such as variance and 
Chebyshev’s Theorem, the energy of the principal components, etc., are strong texture 
descriptors in real working imaging conditions, with different noise sources. 
4.     DCT-based: The discrete cosine transformation uses a finite sequence of data points to 
represent the signals in the frequency domain. In the spatial domain, the DCT can be 
inferred to estimate image sharpness as well as a focus measure when the sum of AC 
components of the DCT is equivalent to the variance of image intensity. These operators 
can be mainly used for autofocusing.  
5.     Wavelet-based: Wavelet coefficients are computed while halving the size of coefficient 
sub-bands by downsampling. The energy of the detail sub-bands can be used to estimate 
the degree of focus. The wavelet transform can be interpreted as a multi-resolution of an 
image in a spatial domain. This allows us to address the problem of selecting an 
appropriate support window size in most focus measure operators.  
6.     Miscellaneous operators: This category of operators are based on concepts such as image 
contrast, local binary patterns, and steerable filters, among others which do not belong 
in any of the above-mentioned categories. 
 
6.2 IMPLEMENTATION 
A function with over 28 operators is run on 10 test images hand-picked from the StegoAppDB. 
These 10 images are categorized into High, and Low of 5 images in each category based on the 
sharpness or focus by my visual inspection. A measure of the relative degree of focus of an image 
is returned by the following function: 
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FM = fmeasure (IMG, METHOD, ROI) 
Where 
 IMG = grayscale image  
 FM = calculated focus value 
 METHOD = focus measure operator as a string 
 ROI = Image region of interest (ROI) as a rectangle. 
 
6.3 VALIDATION 
 
Table 2: Output of focus measure operators. 
 
By analyzing the metric values and their corresponding images, we picked three operators as 
shown in Table 2 to discuss in more detail.  
• Focus measure operators respond differently based on factors such as contrast, noise, 
and saturation. 
• Operators constructed on different principles respond similarly to image contrast and 
saturation 
• The comparative performance of the operators depends on the device used to capture 
the image, imaging conditions, the captured scene. Therefore, an absolute ranking of the 
focus measure operators is unfeasible. 
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The original images in the StegoAppDB are captured using the latest high-end mobile devices and 
the Cameraw app used to take pictures is designed to keep the images in focus while capturing. 
Due to the images being high in resolution and size, as well as few or non-existent out-of-focus 
images in the dataset, the performance of the operators is very low, and the output values from 
this code are very hard to analyze. Hence, we did not pursue shortlisting 1 or more from 28 
operators which perform differently under different conditions on such a large dataset. 
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CHAPTER 7 
DEEP LEARNING 
 
Machine learning is a method of data analysis by creating algorithms and statistical models in 
order to perform a task that emulates human reasoning in some manner. This branch of artificial 
intelligence (AI) builds a model based on sample data, also known as training data, and identifies 
patterns to make decisions or predictions with minimal human intervention. These algorithms 
are used to filter emails, computer vision, online recommendations on Amazon and Netflix, fraud 
detection and many other daily applications.  
 
While machine learning is a subset of AI, deep learning, also known as hierarchical learning, is 
based on extensions of artificial neural networks. The deep learning algorithm can perform 
automatic feature extraction from raw data, which is also called feature learning.  Models are 
trained using large data which are labeled and contain many layers in the network architectures. 
With dataset as broad as these, and logical networks complex enough to handle their 
classification, it can be feasible for a computer to identify an image, text or sound and state with 
some probability of accuracy of what it represents to humans.  
 
“Deep” refers to the number of layers in the neural network. Deep neural networks can have as 
many as 150 layers, while the traditional networks only contain 2-3 hidden layers. The learning 
models are trained by using larger labeled data sets, and network architectures work without 
manual feature extraction but learn features directly from the data. They are applied in 
automated driving, medical research, pattern recognition, aerospace and defense, industrial 
automation and much more. In Figure 11, a general architecture for an artificial neural network 
is depicted. 
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Figure 11: A general artificial neural networks. This image is taken from [18]. 
 
7.1 CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
Convolutional neural networks (ConvNet/CNN) is one of the most popular types of deep neural 
networks, most commonly applied when analyzing images. An image is taken as an input to the 
network and is assigned weights and biases to various aspects in the images so that the model 
can differentiate one image from the other.  
  
The inputs to a ConvNet typically need much less pre-processing compared to other classification 
algorithms.  For a given image ConvNet can be trained to capture some temporal and spatial 
dependencies through the application of appropriate filters. This architecture is a better fit for 
the image dataset StegoAppDB due to the reduction in the number of parameters involved and 
reusability of weights. 
 
Figure 12: CNN. This image is taken from [17] 
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7.2 PROCEDURE 
Figure 12 shows a typical architecture for a CNN. The following steps are used to create a simple 
deep learning network for classification using MATLAB functions [19], [32]: 
• Load image data- Sample data is loaded as an image datastore which allows users to store 
large image data. The data is divided into training and validation set. The SplitEachLabel 
function is used to split the datastore.  
• Define the network architecture- In this step, the network convolution layers are defined. 
The below layers comprise the network architecture: 
o Image Input Layer- This is where the image size is specified 
o Convolution Layer- Here, filter size and the number of filters are used while 
scanning along with the images 
o Batch Normalization Layer- It normalizes the activations and gradients 
propagating through a network 
o ReLU Layer- It is called the rectified linear unit which is a nonlinear activation 
function. It performs a threshold operation to each element of the input where 
any value less than zero is set to zero 
o Max Pooling Layer- This layer is used to remove the redundant spatial information 
and performs a down-sampling operation 
o Full connected Layer- This layer is used to combine all the features learned by the 
previous layers to identify larger patterns. This layer combines the features to 
classify the images 
o Softmax Layer-  Softmax assigns decimal probabilities to each class in a multi-class 
problem. Those decimal probabilities must add up to 1.0.  
o Classification Layer- It calculates the cross-entropy loss for multi-class 
classification problems with mutually exclusive classes   
• Specify training options- Here, a set of options are given for training a network. Options 
such as MaxEpochs, MinBatchSize, ValidationData, InitialLearnRate, Plots, etc. are used 
in this step 
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• Train the network- Network is trained using the architecture defined by the layers, the 
training data, and training options 
• Predict the labels of new data- Labels of the validation data are predicted using the 
trained network 
• Calculate the classification accuracy- In this step, accuracy which is the fraction of labels 
that the network predicts correctly is computed 
 
When training a neural network, training data is put into the first layer of the network, and 
individual neurons assign a weighting to the input — how correct or incorrect it is — based on 
the task being performed. Training occurs as a new training image is an input to the net, and 
weights are updated. This process is iterated until the desired error level is reached. Once trained, 
the model is used to make predictions on other data not seen by the network. This process of 
prediction is called “inference” [26].  
 
7.3 TRAINING AND VALIDATION 
Original images are separated into a training and a validation set, for each class.  Using the values 
of bloom and dark, four criteria are determined that can separate all images into one of three 
classes, based on a threshold value T. We chose T = 10% for our experiment. The four conditions 
are listed below.  
 
• Condition 1: If D and B are both less than the threshold T, then the image is labeled 
“Good.” 
• Condition 2: If D is greater than T and B is less than T, the image is labeled “Dark.” 
• Condition 3: If B is greater than T and D is less than T, the image is labeled “Bloom.” 
• Condition 4: If both B and D are greater than T, then the image is labeled as the larger of 
the two values. 
We chose to train our CNN with 500 images from each label set: 500 Good, 500 Dark, 500 Bloom. 
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A directory with 3 folders containing images with each label is sent as training data using an 
imageDatastore function in MATLAB. Then, 100% of the datastore is split into x% of training data 
and (100-x)% into validation data using the SplitEachLabel function. We chose x=90 here (90%) 
for the number of training data equaling 450 images, and 10% for validation data equaling 50 
images. After this, any pre-processing can be done such as resizing the image to 256*256*3, etc. 
When ‘training-progress’ is specified as ‘Plots’ in the trainingOptions, the trainNetwork generates 
a figure and presents training metrics [27] for each iteration.  
• Training accuracy- Classification accuracy on each distinct mini-batch. 
• Smoothed training accuracy- It is obtained by applying a smoothing algorithm to the 
training accuracy. It is less noisy than the unsmoothed accuracy, which makes it easier to 
spot trends. 
• Validation accuracy- Classification accuracy on the complete validation set. 
• Training loss, smoothed training loss, and validation loss- The loss on each mini-batch, 
its smoothed version, and the loss on the validation set, respectively. The final layer of  
 
Figure 13 shows the plot of various training metrics after the network is trained. The final average 
validation accuracy for the total of three classes is 96.00% and is shown in Table 3. Using this we 
can estimate the validation accuracy of each class separately by manually checking for the total 
number of correct predictions out of a total number of images used for validation for a specific 
class. For example, the total number of correct predictions of ‘bloom’ images is 48 out of 50 
images used for validation, which gives an accuracy of 96%. The sum of accuracies of all classes 
divided by the number of classes is the total validation accuracy of the network since we had an 
equal number of validation images in each class. 
Class % Accuracy 
Good 100% 
Dark 92% 
Bloom 96% 
Table 3:  Validation accuracy of each class. 
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Figure 13: Plot showing various training metrics. 
 
7.4 TESTING AND PREDICTION 
Now that the network is trained with an acceptable validation accuracy, we can use this network 
to test on other images in the database and predict which respective class they belong to.  For 
testing purposes, the remaining original images (22,620) are used because they are completely 
untouched when training the network. Table 4 shows the dark and bloom percentages of a few 
untouched original images randomly picked from the StegoAppDB and the classes predicted by 
the trained CNN. 
 
 Descriptive statistic values Classes predicted from CNN 
Filename Bloom Value Dark Value Bloom Dark Good 
110885.JPG 2.42 0.420 0.00 0.00 1.00 
110886.JPG 9.08 0.025 0.00 0.00 1.00 
110887.JPG 9.08 0.023 0.00 0.00 1.00 
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110888.JPG 5.57 0.088 0.00 0.00 1.00 
110889.JPG 5.57 0.085 0.00 0.00 1.00 
111044.JPG 0.081 0.077 0.00 1.00 0.00 
111688.JPG 9.61 0.010 0.78 0.00 0.22 
211210.JPG 42.03 0.007 1.00 0.00 0.00 
538943.JPG 0 18.59 0.00 1.00 0.00 
Table 4:  CNN prediction on untouched original images. 
 
Once we have used our trained CNN to predict the remaining 22,620 images into one of the three 
classes, we can estimate the goodness of fit of the CNN model to our database by calculating the 
error from the predicted classes, as we have the ground truth for all the images. We calculate 
the errors and the accuracies using conditional probabilities.  
 
Let the conditional probability that the CNN predicts an image to have class c, given that GT 
represent the ground truth class t for the image, as 
P(CNN = c | GT = t )  =
P(CNN = c and GT = t)
P(GT = t)
. 
Using this, we can say that when c = t, the accuracy of the CNN to predict class t when the ground 
truth is t is the conditional probability P(CNN = t | GT = t ). If c  t, then the CNN has produced 
an error in its prediction, given that the true value is t. Thus, to calculate the prediction error of 
the CNN, we simply count the appropriate quantities that occur in the ground truth and the CNN 
predictions and calculate the conditional probabilities. 
We collect the following values in a table and compare the ground truth values and the CNN 
predicted values: 
1. The ground truth class of B (bloom), D (dark), and G (good), using the four conditions and 
the threshold T = 10%.  
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2. The CNN predicted class, where the maximum value from the three predicted values is 
used as the class if 1s and 0s are not given (see image 111688.JPG as an example from 
Table 4.); 
3. We create a column containing a two-character symbol ct for each image, where c is the 
class that the CNN predicted, and t is the ground truth class. 
 
We denote the number of Gs, Ds, and Bs in the ground truth column by |G|, |D| and |B|, 
respectively, and the number of concatenated symbols ct be denoted by |ct|. Since c and t can 
each have three values, there are a total of nine such two-character symbols: GG, DG, BG; BB, 
GB, DB; and DD, BD, GD, with counts |GG|, |DG|, |BG|; |BB|, |GB|,|DB|; and |DD|, |BD|, |GD|, 
respectively. Table 5 shows the counts for all quantities of interest in calculating the accuracies 
and errors of the CNN predictions. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5. Counts of classes used for error and accuracy calculation. 
 
To calculate the prediction accuracy, A, for CNN, we compute A  = 
|GG| + |DD| + |BB|
22620
 = 0.61, or 61%, 
and then the total prediction error of the CNN is 1- A, which is equal to 0.39, or 39%. In the 
validation phase, the CNN gave an overall accuracy of 0.96 or 96% with total validation error of 
0.04 or 4%. Here, the validation error of the CNN on the 150 validation images is much less when 
compared with the prediction error of the CNN, which indicates that the model performed much 
better when it was trained on the 1350 images and validated using 150 images. However, the 
trained model didn’t yield comparatively good results (accuracy of 61% and an error of 39%) 
when unseen images were used. While the experiment does not confirm that a CNN can be 
accurate in classifying data this way, it does show that it performs better than average (50% 
error,) although not much.  
Set Count  Set Count  Set Count  Set Count 
G 15415  GG 7054  DG 4774  BD 2 
D 884  GD 208  DD 674  BG 3587 
B 6321  GB 275  DB 39  BB 6007 
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One source of error may be the unbalanced classes in the 24,120 image data. We remark that 
the training data proportions were equally split between the three classes. However, it is clear to 
see that the G images occupy approximately 68% of the total dataset, D images occupy 
approximately 4% of the total dataset, and B images occupy approximately 28% of the dataset. 
This is not an equal split between the three classes as in the training set and may be a source of 
the large error in the CNN predictions. 
 
We can use the counts in Table 5 to calculate the errors for the following cases, and then see 
what type of images the CNN performed best and worst on. 
1. Where the ground truth is G but the CNN classifies an image as D or B. 
2. Where the ground truth is B but the CNN classifies an image as D or G. 
3. Where the ground truth is D  but the CNN classifies an image as B or G. 
Case 1: The ground truth is G, but the CNN classifies an image as D or B. First, we have  
P(CNN = G and GT = G ) =
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐺𝐺
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
=
7054
22620
 
And P( GT = G ) =
# of G in 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ column
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ
=
15415
22620
. 
So, P( G|G ) =
7054
15415
= 0.46, or, the CNN accuracy on predicting if an image is in class G, given 
that it is truly a G, is only 46%. 
Similarly, we have, P( D|G ) =
# of DG
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐺
=
4774
15415
 = 0.31. Thus, CNN predicts an image is dark when 
it is truly good 31% of the time.  
Last, P( B|G ) =
# of BG
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐺
=
3587
15415 
 = 0.23. So, CNN predicts an image is a bloom when it is truly good, 
23% of the time. 
 
Since the CNN can only misclassify a “G” in two different  ways as a ‘D’ or ‘B’ then if an image is 
truly a ‘G’ the error in getting that wrong is P( D|G ) +   P( B|G ) = 0.31 + 0.23 = 0.54. That is 
54% of the time, the CNN wrongly predicts the class of a truly good image. More than half of the 
good images are misclassified by CNN.  
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Case 2: The ground truth is B but the CNN classifies an image as D or G. 
Below we have conditional probabilities of this case: 
P (B|B) is the CNN accuracy on predicting an image is in class B, given that it is truly a B. 
P( B|B ) =
# of BB
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐵
=
6007
6321
= 0.95 
P (G|B) is the probability that the CNN predicts an image is good when it is truly bloom 4% of the 
time only. 
P( G|B ) =
# of GB
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐵
=
275
6321
= 0.04 
Last, P (D|B) shows that CNN predicts an image is dark when it is truly bloom, 1% of the time 
only. 
P( D|B ) =
# of DB
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐵
=
39
6321
= 0.01. 
 
Similarly, the CNN prediction error on “Bloom” class is P( G|B ) +  P( D|B) = 0.05, which states 
that when the image is truly a bloom image then the error in getting that wrong is 5%. The CNN 
is much more accurate in this case as it only misclassifies a truly bloom image incorrectly 5% of 
the time. 
 
Case 3: The ground truth is D  but the CNN classifies an image as B or G. 
First, P(D/D) is the probability that the CNN predicts an image as D when it is truly a D. From the 
below calculation, 76% of the time, the CNN predicts an image as D when it is truly a D. 
P( D|D ) =
# of DD
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐷
=
674
884
 = 0.76 
Similarly, we have P( B|D ) =
# of BD
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐷
=
2
884
= 0.0002. Thus, the CNN predicts an image as bloom 
when it is truly a dark image almost 0% of the time. 
Finally, P( G|D ) =
# of GD
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐷
=
208
884
= 0.24. So, CNN predicts an image is good when it is truly dark, 
24% of the time.  
In this case, CNN can only misclassify a “D” in two different ways: as a ‘B’ or ‘G’. The error is 
P(G|D) +  P(B|D) = 0.24. Here, the CNN misclassifies a truly dark image incorrectly 24% of the 
time and misclassifies very few dark images as a bloom class. 
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7.5 DISCUSSION 
The validation error is crucial to understand and interpret before the models go into production 
to decide if the expected model performance is good for production. In addition, model 
performance is used to optimize model parameters to improve its performance. Measuring a 
model’s accuracy can help to select the best-performing algorithm for it and fine-tune its 
parameters so that the model becomes better in performance. The accuracy depends on the 
application. If the application requires the model to be correct 95% in its prediction phase, but 
the model is able to deliver correct predictions only 75% of the time, then we might not want the 
model to go into production at all. 
 
Our CNN model gave a validation accuracy of 96% and a validation error of 4% whereas when 
this trained model was used to predict the classification of images into categories ‘G’, ‘B’, and ‘D’ 
using the unseen data, the model didn’t perform that well. The test accuracy is 61% while the 
test error is 39%. Test error is the error which is obtained when the trained model is run on a set 
of data that the model has never been exposed to. The bigger the difference between the two 
errors, the worse the performance of the CNN is. In our case, the difference between the 
validation and prediction errors is large, which says that the CNN does not do a good job of 
correctly predicting class on images in the dataset.  
 
In section 7.4, there are three cases mentioned and accuracies calculated what CNN predicts 
based on the ground truth. In the first case, CNN misclassifies a “G” into ‘D’ or ‘B’ 54% of the 
time. This error means more than half of the good images are misclassified by our model. In the 
second case of predicting class B values, the CNN is comparatively accurate as it only misclassifies 
a “B” 5% of the time. So, this CNN does a very good job most of the time on correctly classifying 
Bloom images. In the final case of predicting class D values, the CNN misclassifies a “D” 24% of 
the time, which is also better than the first case. Using a more sophisticated CNN architecture 
and training procedure, it may be possible to improve the accuracies of the prediction classes, 
including accounting for the imbalance of class data. 
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The CNN constructed in this project sets a good foundation for future works, but the model can 
definitely be improved to give a lower error. The big difference between the validation and test 
accuracy could mean the model is overfitted to the training data. There are a number of ways 
that the model accuracy can be improved: 
• More data can be used for training the model 
• The number of features can be decreased during feature learning based on analysis 
However, this requires a good working knowledge of feature selection in the CNN model, 
so further work would need to be done in this area. 
• A network can be made shallower which means using a lesser number of layers. This also 
requires a good working knowledge of CNN’s architecture and requires further 
investigation. 
 
These suggestions could be investigated as ways to improve the test accuracy and prediction 
performance of our model. Another consideration is that the classes may not be accurately 
representing the features that the CNN is selecting, that is, just using the proportion of blooming 
and dark values in an image may not be representative of an image quality characteristic that is 
of interest to us. Observing the images that are misclassified may bring insight into finding 
solutions to increasing the accuracy and/or changing the classification target classes. 
 
7.6 CODE AND FILES 
The MATLAB code (.m) used for the above experiments can be found in the “Matlab code” folder 
in CyBox folder “Bhanu’s Work” on Dr. Newman’s CyBox. When running CC.m code, the directory 
with images is selected, and each image converted to grayscale. Then the image is sent to the 
following functions 1) intensity() to calculate the mean intensity 2) darklight() to calculate the 
dark and bloom percentage values. Function pie_chart() copies all images which satisfy 
conditions such as threshold, a number of images to select, etc, and represents the dark & bloom 
values on a pie chart. The CNN.m takes the above-selected images directory as input and train a 
network model, while CNNPredict.m is used to make predictions on new data using the trained 
model. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 
8.1 CONCLUSION 
The StegoAppDB is a new database that consists of original and stego images taken from different 
mobile phones and models. The original images are utilized, and image quality assessment 
metrics are implemented and tested using these images. The evaluation and results of these 
metrics suggest that they are difficult to implement in a simple way on StegoAppDB, they 
consume a lot of computation time and are difficult to validate until and unless there is human 
intervention done. In order to utilize all the images and get accurate results, we proposed to use 
a state-of-the-art algorithm i.e. deep Learning for image quality assessments. Chapter-7 
describes how CNN is used on the 1500 images to create training and validation sets where the 
model categorizes images into the three categories i.e. Good, Bloom, or Dark. However, we see 
from the errors by the CNN on the 22,260 images of StegoAppDB, that the CNN  does not produce 
very accurate results. 
 
8.2 FUTURE SCOPE 
This project can further be used in the following ways: 
• The descriptive statistics and analysis done on the StegoAppDB can be utilized in future 
research. The StegoAppDB will not be restricted to Steganography but can be utilized for 
image processing, image quality assessments using multiple algorithms 
• These results can contribute to the research work done in deep learning using CNN 
• This approach can be used on a larger dataset on which it is too costly, timely, and 
inefficient to use existing assessments 
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